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Abstract
Decades of research have failed to establish whether or not mass media advertising can reduce
road crashes. The probable reason is that the random variability in crash numbers is too great
(and, campaigns being very cheap per person reached, even low effectiveness may be enough
to be worthwhile). Three alternatives to before-after comparison of crashes as the method of
determining effectiveness of an intervention are discussed. These are real-world experiments
of high methodological quality, laboratory experiments of the social psychological type, and
the measurement of safety-related behaviors. The third of these, before-after comparison of
behaviors or variables that can be objectively observed and are closely linked to safety, is
suggested as the most promising. However, the behaviors that might plausibly be used as
proxies for crashes are quite few in number, and there is an urgent research need to find more
of them, together with theory implying that a change in the behavior does indeed mean a
change in safety.
Keywords: Media campaigns, Advertising effectiveness, Safety promotion, Road safety
campaigns, Accident numbers (variability)
1. Introduction
The question of whether mass media campaigns can improve road safety is controversial. A
recent meta-analysis by Phillips et al. (2011) found an average effect of a 9 per cent reduction
in accidents. That is large and valuable, if valid. However, many of the studies included by
Phillips et al. were methodologically poor (in particular, did not employ randomization), and
the average will not convince sceptics, who will say that the average of many weak studies is
still a weak result and the picture remains uncertain. Not very different from the issue of mass
media campaigns is that of children’s education for road safety, and in this context Gillam
and Stevenson (1995) were fairly pessimistic, noting (p. 46) the “difficulties inherent in
identifying sound pedestrian education programs”, and that “methodological flaws,
implausible findings and over-confident interpretations abound”.
From decades of research of varying quality, a clear result has not emerged. Our view is that
this strongly suggests that mass media campaigns do not have a large effect on safety. But,
importantly, it remains possible (but not proven) that there is a small saving of crashes and
injuries and that advertising is consequently cost-effective. The uncertainty results from the
combination of two things. (a) Advertising is very cheap per person reached and hence even a
small effect may be sufficient to represent good value for money. (b) There is a desire to
measure reductions in crashes, fatalities, and injuries directly, but the variability associated
with estimates of crash and injury reductions is sufficiently large that both zero effect and a
small effect are compatible with the data.
How might the difficulty in settling the question of cost-effectiveness of publicity,
information, and also education and training, be overcome? It might be thought that

employing high quality methodology might permit direct study of crash numbers to achieve
this. However, calculations of standard errors and hence necessary sample sizes in section 2
below will establish that it is unrealistic to expect to estimate reductions in crashes, fatalities,
and injuries sufficiently accurately --- year-to-year variability in crash numbers is much
greater than is generally appreciated. In the hope that some substitute can be found for direct
study of crash numbers, sections 3 and 4 will respectively consider (a) laboratory experiments
of the social psychological type on changing attitudes, beliefs, and behaviours, and (b)
measurement of safety-related behaviours. Section 5 will propose how these potential proxies
might be improved, and section 6 is general discussion.
2. Real-world experiments
There is now an influential and articulate body of opinion that strongly favours high quality
evidence for public health and social policy decisions. For medicine, see the Cochrane
Collaboration, http://www.cochrane.org/, and for social policy, see the Campbell
Collaboration, http://www.campbellcollaboration.org/. The concept of high quality evidence
encompasses several issues, including the use of valid measures (e.g., being based on what we
most care about, such as crashes, rather than precursors such as attitudes and behaviors),
having sufficient sample size for reasonably small standard errors, and using good
methodology (in particular, experiments employing randomization).
2.1. The principled case for randomization
A controlled experiment employs randomization of the experimental unit (such as a person) to
one of two or more different conditions --- for example, treated or not treated (control). In the
case of mass media campaigns, it is impracticable to control whether or not a person is
exposed to advertisements on television and in the newspapers, but it might be possible to
randomly allocate whole cities or states to campaign or no campaign. Randomization has the
benefits of avoiding human unfairness and of permitting calculations of the size of chance
unfairness. Discussing the disadvantages, in comparison with randomized trials, of
observational studies and non-randomized trials, Glonek (2001) wrote as follows:
“Associations apparent in observational studies and non-randomized experiments
cannot be taken at face value as evidence of the true effect of the risk factors in
question.... For example, the evaluation of a particular speed enforcement or
advertising campaign, or blackspot program, will typically involve the comparison of
crash rates before and after the intervention.... In this case it must be expected that
many other factors, including the effects of other road safety initiatives and various
environmental factors such as the economy, will also influence the crash rates over
time. There is no reason to suppose that the joint effect of such other factors should be
negligible. In such circumstances, it is not possible to attribute any observed change in
the crash rate to the intervention in question.”
Before-after comparisons in both treated and control locations are particularly desirable
because the general downwards trend in crashes (in developed countries) is not negligible in
comparison with the reduction that a modestly successful campaign might achieve.
Researchers and funding bodies who fail to use randomized trials may be scrutinized and
criticized. There are valid responses to criticism. Firstly, there is the practicability issue:
randomized trials are difficult and expensive to conduct. Secondly, there are some objections
of principle to randomized trials. Consequently, while we broadly support those who promote
randomized trials, we do not agree with an extreme position. Specific decisions, if taken on

reasonable grounds, are likely to be defensible in the public arena, even if the evidence base is
inconclusive or the decision turns out poorly.
The claimed impracticability of randomized trials is particularly plausible in the case of media
campaigns, as it is so difficult to control who is exposed to an advertisement and who is not.
Presumably, then, the unit of randomization would have to be a whole city (or other
geographical area). In itself, this is not impossible. Several cities would need to be enrolled in
the trial, and a mass media campaign (e.g., television advertisements) run in a randomly
chosen subset of these. Year-to-year changes in road crashes would be monitored in the cities
receiving the campaign and in the others, and the two sets of cities compared.
2.2. How many cities would be needed?
Implications of the level of random variability for the sample size required will be derived on
the basis of an experiment employing randomization. Of course, the same level of random
variability would be present, and the same sample size requirements would apply, in any
study using lower quality methods.
In planning a trial, the usual year-to-year variability in crash numbers would need to be
known. In calculations below, this will be taken to be 5 per cent of the mean. That is about
what it is in South Australia, much greater than would be the case for the Poisson distribution.
The size of change in the yearly number of crashes that is of interest also needs to be stated. If
the yearly cost of crashes per person is 1000 dollars and the cost of a media campaign per
person is 10 dollars (1 per cent of 1000 dollars), a reduction in crashes of 1 per cent would
certainly be of interest. Calculations are then made as follows.
 Consider the change in crash numbers in one city from before to after a campaign, and
the change in crash numbers in another city from a before period to an after period,
but with no campaign there.
 Consider the difference between those changes. There are four city-years of data
contributing to this, and its year-to-year variability will be not 5 per cent, but 10 per
cent (multiplying by 2, the square root of 4).
 To be “statistically significant”, the difference between the changes will need to be
about twice its standard error, i.e., 20 per cent of the average annual crashes in one
city.
 The standard error can be reduced by increasing the number of cities. If 400 cities
receive the campaign and 400 cities do not, the standard error would be reduced by a
factor of 20 (the square root of 400), i.e., to 1 per cent of the average annual crashes in
one city.
The conclusion is thus that if it is desired to detect a change of about 1 per cent, it will be
necessary to have 800 cities in the experiment. It is possible to argue over the sizes of year-toyear variability and of relevant change (taken here to be respectively 5 per cent and 1 per
cent), and four years of data before the intervention and four years of data after would permit
the number of cities to be divided by 4, but nevertheless it seems clear this sort of sample size
is utterly unrealistic. Having, instead, 8 cities in the experiment might permit a change of
about 10 per cent to be detected. Thus an inconclusive result would be quite likely: large
enough to imply cost-effectiveness if reproducible, but so small that it is not statistically
significant. In addition, such a trial would still not address the possibility of a long-term effect
of media campaigns.

People may believe that random variability is much smaller than it really is, and consequently
overestimate the chance of getting a clear result based on crashes. When dealing with small
numbers of crashes, it is appropriate to assume the number has a Poisson distribution. For
example, if the expected number of crashes (e.g., in an area, or to a group of people, or to a
fleet of cars) is 10, the standard deviation will be the square root of 10, that is, about 3. But
when dealing with large numbers of crashes, as with media campaigns that may be seen or
heard by millions of people, this is not appropriate. If the expected number of crashes (e.g., in
a city) is 10000, the standard deviation would be the square root of 10000, which is 100, if the
Poisson distribution were a valid assumption. But this assumption is grossly wrong:
empirically the variation is found to be several times greater (Hutchinson and Mayne, 1977).
The reason for the extra variability is poorly understood, but it probably stems from year-toyear variations in such things as the amount of traffic, deliberate interventions in the road and
traffic system to make journeys quicker or safer, alcohol consumption, enforcement of the
traffic laws, weather, and the reporting of crashes.
3. Laboratory experiments in social psychology
If a real-world trial is likely to be inconclusive, might something more artificial be helpful?
Laboratory experiments on effects of advertising certainly can be conducted: the dependent
variable might be something like performance in a driving simulator or the participant’s selfassessment of how fast they would drive in particular conditions, there can be random
allocation of participants to exposure or non-exposure to advertising, and then average
performance in the two groups can be compared. An important issue in this line of research is
what the theme of the advertisement is, what it is appealing to; fear appeals will be the
starting point for the discussion below, followed by appeals to positive emotions. Thus this
section is quite narrow in scope, with wider commentary being in section 5.
3.1. Threat and fear appeals
Although a distinction is sometimes made between threat and fear appeals, we will consider
them together. Appeals that provoke fear, anxiety or apprehension have been widely used in
road safety and other advertising, but after many years of research the effects are far from
clear and unequivocal. Essentially, the main steps in the threat appeal technique are to attract
and hold the target’s attention, generate the fear or anxiety, suggest a safe behavior to cope
with the threat, and increase the target’s confidence in their ability to successfully and easily
perform the safe behavior. The steps relating to efficacy (the third and fourth) are often
forgotten by campaign developers (Delhomme et al., 2009). Experimental evidence suggests
that threat appeal advertisements that also advise drivers how to drive safely (i.e., effectively
avert a threat) are more effective than those that only attempt to stimulate feelings of fear,
shock or grief (see Elliott, 2003). For example, Tay and Watson (2002) examined drivers’
reactions to fear-based (high threat) fatigue advertisements with and without coping
strategies. They found that including coping strategies in high threat messages increased
perceived efficacy and consequently increased the likelihood of message acceptance more
than fear alone. In addition, the level of fear evoked was correlated with message rejection but
not message acceptance leading the authors to suggest that fear could be reduced moderately
without reducing message acceptance.
Elliott (2003) examined the literature on fear appeals from 1996 to 2003 and concluded that
road safety media campaigns should use fear with caution, as fear arousal can have both
facilitating and inhibiting effects and can lead to defective coping mechanisms. Indeed, a

number of studies have found that exposure to fear appeals can elicit maladaptive responses
(Schoenbachler and Whittler, 1996; Witte et al., 1998). They are maladaptive in that they do
not try to control or remove the threat implied by the fear message, but instead attempt to
cope with unpleasant feelings that result. They might include defensively avoiding or ignoring
the message, failing to process the threatening part of the message, and denying the personal
relevance of the message. Fear appeals may even promote reaction against a message such
that individuals view the message as a challenge and increase the undesired behavior.
Recent experimental studies indicate gender might be an important factor that influences the
way in which individuals process the relevance of messages using fear appeals (Goldenbeld et
al., 2008; Lewis et al., 2008). The threat of physical harm does not appear to be effective for
targeting young male drivers, one of the most relevant target groups for which fear appeals
were developed (Tay and Ozanne, 2002). Therefore for them other appeals need to be
considered. Though reasons for the relevance of gender have been proposed, they seem not to
have become widely accepted yet.
In summary, fear appeals can have an impact but only when specific conditions are satisfied.
The arousal of fear alone is not enough to adequately motivate behavior. The fear appeal must
describe a threat (emphasising the severity of the threat and the vulnerability of the audience),
the threat should be personally relevant, and recommendations must be provided for reducing
or avoiding the threat (e.g., a safe behavior). Further, the recommendations must satisfy the
following points (Donovan et al., 1995).
 Be realistic and credible (i.e., possible to carry out),
 Suggest a specific plan for avoiding the threat (i.e., coping strategy),
 Be perceived as effective and useful to avert the threat (i.e., high response efficacy),
 Allow the target audience to believe that they are capable of carrying out the
suggested actions (i.e., high self-efficacy).
Without such recommendations the campaign may be seriously counterproductive as
individuals may believe that they are unable to protect themselves from the threat, resulting in
defensive and maladaptive responses to the campaign. On this basis, fear appeals should be
used with caution and road safety campaign developers should consider using different
appeals.
3.2. Appeals using positive emotions
Turning now to alternatives to threat and fear, campaigns can have a rational and/or an
emotional approach. Rational appeals provide objective information about the issue and
emphasize logic and cognitive processing (e.g., state the benefits of adopting a safe behavior).
Emotional appeals emphasize feelings and images and can be positive, negative or a
combination of both. Appeals can have elements of both rational and emotional approaches.
Emotional appeals can be useful when the target audience already has a strong intention to
adopt the safe behavior (Delhomme et al., 2009). Donovan et al. (1995) argue that it is not the
type of appeal that is important, but what emotion is relevant to the motivation underlying the
decision making for a specific issue. There is a need to obtain a better understanding of the
relationship between the extent to which an emotion is evoked and the strength of subsequent
attitudinal and behavioral effects.
In contrast to negative emotional or threatening messages that aim to evoke fear, anger, or
guilt, positive emotional messages aim to evoke humor, excitement, hope or “good” feelings.
Despite calls for more appeals based on positive emotions in road safety, few campaigns have

adopted such an approach. This may be partly due to a lack of knowledge about factors that
influence the effectiveness of such appeals, relative to the abundance of literature
concentrating on fear appeals. Recent evidence suggests positive emotional approaches can be
more effective than negative fear based approaches for males (Lewis et al., 2008a), and there
is some political advertising research that suggests positive emotional (or reward) appeals
may work better with people who are low on authoritarianism (Wan et al., 2000).
Humor is a positive emotion that has been used occasionally in road safety messages, but
there is limited research investigating its effect. Some research has explored the effect of
humor in product or commercial advertising, but researchers have questioned whether it can
be applied directly to road safety (Delhomme et al., 2009). Evidence from public health
suggests that humorous appeals are more persuasive than non-humorous appeals for males in
some contexts (Conway and Dubé, 2002; Struckman-Johnson et al., 1994). For speeding
behavior, it has been suggested that positive emotional appeals are more effective for males
than females, and vice versa for fear-based negative emotional appeals (Lewis et al., 2008a).
There is concern that positive emotional appeals in road safety may be less likely to be
recalled and therefore be less effective over time. However, some public health literature
suggests that negative appeals might have a diminishing effect over time while positive
appeals become more persuasive over time (Lewis et al., 2008b). A recent experimental study
exposed participants to road safety advertisements with different appeals and found greater
persuasiveness of negative (fear) appeals immediately after exposure but greater improvement
for positive humorous appeals over time (up to a month) (Lewis et al., 2008a). Specific
expectations regarding the type of message used in road safety might be built up from
consistent exposure to a certain type of advertisement. For example, there may be the belief
that a humorous appeal is relatively less effective than a fear based appeal because fear is
used much more frequently. Lewis et al. (2008b) suggest that the first step towards increasing
the effectiveness of positive appeals in road safety campaigns may be to increase their use.
4. Measuring behaviours as an alternative to counting crashes
Laboratory experiments on reactions to advertising seem, then, to be quite a distance from
safety on the streets and highways. Returning to real-world research, if (as we have argued)
evidence from crashes --- even from randomized trials --- is unlikely to be persuasive, are
there any forms of indirect evidence that could stand in its place? An example will now be
given of a mass media campaign in which speed was measured rather than crashes. Driving
offences and traffic conflicts will then be discussed, as these are among the more attractive of
possible proxies for counting crashes.
4.1. Example: Reduction of speed
In the South Australian study of Taylor et al. (2001), an attempt was made to measure the
effectiveness of television advertising. The dependent variable was on-road speeds, not the
number of crashes. The study lasted three years. Eighteen of the 36 months alternately were
designed as advertising months. These began with a three-week period in which there was a
high level of advertising or a low level of advertising or no advertising. Speeds were
measured in the next week at six locations in Adelaide.
Taylor et al. presented results using several methods of analysis. Details of the results
depended on the variable (mean speed, 85th percentile, 95th percentile) and the method of

estimation, but were roughly a 0.2 km/h speed reduction. Again depending on the variable
and the method, this sometimes was and sometimes was not statistically significant. Taylor et
al. (p. 13) noted that “general perceptions may demand a change of perhaps 5 km/h as being
relevant from the point of view of an individual driver”. Nevertheless, their view was that the
small change observed would imply a “meaningful” and “modest but worthwhile” reduction
in casualty crashes.
Each period of advertising lasted three weeks, and there were 12 of them, yet the effects on
speed were small in size and of borderline credibility. This study was not designed to measure
any long term effects of the advertising, and it gives no evidence one way or the other about
whether these exist. It also remains possible, of course, that some future campaign might be
more successful than this one was.
4.2. Driving offences and traffic conflicts
Driving offences are a form of behavior, and one for which data is routinely collected (by the
law enforcement system). If an intervention (e.g., some form of written publicity or
education) can be shown to affect the number of driving offences, is this also evidence that it
has an effect on road crashes? It turns out that an effect on offences but not on crashes is quite
a common finding in the literature (Peck, 1976; Struckman-Johnson et al., 1989). A possible
explanation is a closer linkage between the behaviors targeted by the intervention and being
caught offending than between behavior and being involved in a crash. The question remains
open whether there is an effect on crashes that is in the same direction as the effect on
offences but smaller, or no effect on crashes because the behaviors affected are not relevant to
crashes. Kloeden et al. (2008) have suggested that a feasible way forward in research is
disaggregation of offences, and disaggregation of crashes: the behaviors in some types of
offences may be similar to the behaviors in some types of crashes.
Traffic conflicts or near misses, at specific sites such as intersections, are sometimes used as a
proxy for crashes. Traffic conflicts can be studied by such means as video recording, devices
that detect honking horns and screeching tyres, and perhaps pattern recognition methods that
operate on digital images. However, traffic conflicts are usually studied at specific locations:
they may tell us a lot about the injury crashes that potentially could occur at any individual
location. It is not clear how the concept would be adapted to measuring the effectiveness of
publicity, the effect of which is intended to be geographically broad. It would presumably be
necessary to identify what behavior is targeted by the publicity, create a list of sites where that
behavior is likely to occur, and make observations at a sample of these.
5. Improvement of laboratory and real-world research
5.1. Psychological experiments
The majority of fear appeal studies have been conducted in laboratory or experimental
settings (Hastings et al., 2004; Witte and Allen, 2000). Hastings et al. (2004) observe that it is
these types of studies that have suggested fear appeals can work but such studies have
limitations including forced exposure, short-term measurement of effects and an overdependence on university student samples. The experimental design and contrived setting of
these studies means that participants are forced to attend to the advertisements. In a natural
setting, individuals may choose not to watch the advertisements after several viewings, or not
pay full attention, and consequently the persuasiveness of the message may be reduced or

disappear. There are few real-world evaluations of fear appeals, and their findings usually
suggest that fear has a weaker effect (it raises awareness or changes attitudes rather than
changes the targeted behavior) and, sometimes, unintended detrimental effects (Hastings et
al., 2004). More research conducted in naturalistic settings is needed to overcome these
limitations and enable examination of selective exposure, attention, and comprehension.
Follow up measures, though difficult, could determine whether the effectiveness of different
appeals varies over time.
Another issue with empirical studies designed to evoke emotions, is that they often do not
check that the advertisement message is indeed evoking the intended emotion. This is
important because different discrete emotions can have different persuasive effects; some
inhibit while other facilitate persuasion. If the anticipated emotion is not successfully evoked,
then the study is not actually measuring the intended relationship. Rather than merely
assuming the intended emotion was evoked, changes in the level of the emotion should be
measured via what are termed manipulation checks (Lewis et al., 2009). However, there are
problems with self-report measures of individual emotional responses --- for example,
possible individual differences in the interpretation of words used to describe emotions
(Morris et al., 2002).
Two improvements to the laboratory work may be suggested. (a) Improved understanding of
the relation of the psychological concepts under investigation to safety-related behaviors on
the road. Understanding the relation of the psychological concepts to the measurements
obtainable would also be necessary. It has been proposed that a mental representation of a risk
leads to its cognitive evaluation, emotions then follow and lead to action tendencies --- and
people are capable of reporting their action tendencies (Böhm and Pfister, 2000; Xie et al.,
2011). (b) A greater concentration on behaviors rather than feelings in the experiments --- for
example, speeds chosen in driving simulators and gap acceptance in virtual environments
have already been used (e.g., Algie et al., 2008). Technological improvement in simulated
environments are continually taking place, and this area holds some promise.
5.2. The link between behavior and safety
We want to be able to infer safety from behavior. Consider the three classes of behaviors or
observable variables below.
 Examples of behaviors or variables that are closely linked to safety include: blood
alcohol concentration (and breath alcohol concentration), speed, and the usage of
secondary safety devices (seat belts, child restraints, motorcycle helmets, cycle
helmets). In each case, a change would be seen as implying a change in safety. An
important limitation would be that quantitatively it would not be known how much
change in safety would result from a given observed behavioral change.
 Further examples of behaviors that are observable are as follows: driver head
movements at junctions, pedestrians crossing at designated crossings rather than
elsewhere, traffic conflicts, taking a rest break on long journeys, gap acceptance,
various driving offences. Our view, however, is that their link with safety is not
sufficiently tight that a change in these behaviors would be seen as necessarily
implying a change in safety.
 There are scales and questionnaires that purport to measure attitudes and self-reported
behaviors. This type of evidence will not usually persuade those who are sceptical
about whether mass media campaigns are effective. Firstly, there are substantial
measurement difficulties, including limited reliability and validity of these scales.

Secondly, the connection between a change in attitudes or self-reported behavior and
crash numbers is insufficiently well established.
The plausibility of the link between behavior and safety is vital. It is not clear, however, on
what basis plausibility is judged. For the first class of behaviors above, the logic is obvious. In
the other cases, we suggest some form of reasoned theory is highly desirable. The theory
might, for example, involve perception of risk leading to change of behavior. Brown (2010)
reports on a three-observation design in which a media campaign was conducted between
Time1 and Time2, and changes from Time1 to Time2 in risk perception were found to be
predictive of changes from Time2 to Time3 in self-reported behavior. Obviously, as Brown
concedes, one would ideally also want to strengthen the link between self-reported and
objectively observed behavior. (It so happens that, like that of Taylor et al., this was a South
Australian study of speeding.)
The more detailed the theory connecting behavior and safety, the better can its plausibility be
judged. Speed is probably the most broadly plausible indicator of danger or safety: reduce
speed, and a reduction of crashes is very likely. That argument has some force on its own, but
it is improved if details are included about the speed range and circumstances in which a lot
of crashes happen. If a countermeasure is shown to reduce speeds in the speed range within
which most crashes occur, there can be confidence that the overall risk of crashing is reduced
appreciably, but if the effect on speeds is confined to a speed range in which crashes are few,
its effect on crashes will be small. Similarly, a reduction of speed among the types of drivers
who have most crashes or at the types of site where crashes are most frequent will suggest a
worthwhile reduction of the overall risk of crashing, but an effect on safe drivers or at safe
sites will suggest only a small effect on crashes.
5.3. A theory of theories?
Suppose it is claimed that some theory --- or perhaps common sense --- tells us that so-and-so
change in behaviour will lead to a reduction in such-and-such type of accident. How can we
judge the correctness or plausibility of the one thing leading to the other? It seems that we
need some theory about theories.
Archer (2005) concentrates on what are termed proximal safety indicators (very closely
related to crashes, e.g., traffic conflicts and measurements related to the conflicts), and also
pays some attention to safety-influencing factors (these are less immediately related, e.g.,
speed). He refers to the events being “representative of the same underlying processes” as
crashes, having a “statistical and causal” relationship with crashes, and to a “common
causation process” (pp. IX, 42, 46). If objective and widely-accepted criteria existed for
deciding whether an indirect measure can substitute for a count of crashes, Archer would have
referred to them; we take the phrases quoted to be evidence that it is unfortunately necessary
to rely on common sense, or, if we can spell out details step by step, theory.
Our view is that the link between behavior on the road (or performance in the laboratory) and
crash occurrence is typically one whose strength, and even existence, is uncertain, and that
much more needs to be done first to articulate, second to validate or disprove common sense
ideas, and third to quantify the connection. Unfortunately, a satisfactory theory of theories is
probably decades away. It may be suggested, though, that there is likely to be confidence in a
theory if it is explicit, with many steps being spelt out, each having been tested and supported.

5.4. Two comments on statistical testing
Is conventional statistical testing, using an  level of .05, appropriate? It might be felt it is
very valuable to detect a reduction in crashes when one has in fact occurred (Parkhurst, 1990),
and that consequently an  level of perhaps .20 should be used. We have some sympathy with
this view. Nevertheless, it is unlikely that anyone will be satisfied if a large standard error
attaches to a change in crash numbers: it will continue to be of interest to find behaviors that
permit statistical tests of higher power and for which a close link to crashes is credible.
Could it even be that casting the discussion in section 2.2 in terms of statistical significance
was responsible for our claim that hopes of using crash numbers to directly evaluate media
campaigns are unrealistic? Perhaps analysis of cost effectiveness (without testing statistically
for the existence of an effect) would be more appropriate? That is unlikely, as rather than
leading to a demand for an enormous sample size, the random variability would appear in
inconsistency of results, with campaigns being apparently cost effective at some times and
places and not cost effective at other times and places.
6. Discussion
The evaluation of mass media campaigns is clouded by the question of whether a real
reduction in crashes can be detected. (a) If the large standard error of the estimated effect size
is appreciated only after the study has been conducted, the lack of a statistically significant
effect may properly be judged to be not compelling. (b) If, on the other hand, the low
statistical power is appreciated at the planning stage, this may prevent research being done
that is largely pointless (assuming that statistical tests will be used in the conventional way).
(c) Or a higher-than-usual  level might be employed in statistical tests. (d) It is sometimes
the case that, in whatever specific situation is of interest, many different things are causing
crashes. Then a real effect operating on only one of these may be virtually undetectable with
ordinary research methods. In this case, efforts could be made to specify, theoretically or
otherwise, the class of crashes that will be affected and then identify these in the dataset.
In this paper, we have concentrated on stepping further away from usual practice.
 Retaining crash numbers as the dependent variable of interest, the methodology of
research could be improved by conducting real-world experiments. This is unlikely to
be a solution, however.
 Greater use could be made of laboratory experiments in establishing the psychological
foundations of the effects of mass media. Unfortunately, what is measured is
sufficiently far from real-world safety that it is uncertain whether any effects detected
would also apply to crashes.
 Greater use could be made of proxies for crashes, i.e., behaviors or variables that are
closely linked to safety and can be objectively observed.
Better theory is needed in order to link any results of the second and third types (i.e., indirect
methods) with crashes, and to indicate how generalizable are results obtained with direct
methods. Hoekstra and Wegman (2011) made a distinction between rational, automatic,
mimicking, and socially conforming behaviors, and this carries a suggestion of theory.
There are good reasons why there is still doubt about whether or not road safety mass media
campaigns have a small but worthwhile effect: it is unreasonable to expect crash numbers to
eventually answer the question, as the year-to-year variability in crash numbers is too great.
This may apply to risks other than road crashes and countermeasures other than media

campaigns. There are two key features: (a) the countermeasure is cheap and applies to a lot of
people, so that it may be worthwhile even at low effectiveness, and (b) the risk is a count of
events and observed at an aggregate level, so that one needs to estimate the variability
empirically, rather than rely on variability being purely that of the Poisson process.
We are fairly optimistic about the measurement of safety-related behaviors or variables;
indeed, this already occurs, as discussed in section 4. However, the behaviors that might
plausibly be used as proxies are quite few in number, and there is an urgent research need to
find more of them --- along with theory that will persuade us that a change in the behavior
will indeed reflect a change in safety. We principally have in mind behaviors that are not
recorded and would need observing specially. In contrast, a behavior that is recorded
administratively is commission of driving offences. As we have discussed, these may be
affected by interventions differently from crashes, but it is possible that some types of
offences may be similar to some types of crashes, and that disaggregations of results offer
another way forward.
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